
COURSE   OUTCOME 

SUB:  ENGLISH 
 

F.Y. B.A./ B.COM  (SEMESTER-1) 

 

C01- Reading and understanding of prose and poetry will enable student to develop ability 

to comprehend and imbibe thematic ideas. 

C02- Study of articles and preposition will make them understand the use of articles and 

preposition in sentence construction.     

C03- In order to develop communication Skills, paragraph writing will increase their ability 

to write, express their views, opinions , feelings in articulated way.  Soft skills will help them 

develop personality and realize their course goals.  

 

F.Y.B.A / B.COM (SEMESTER-2)      

C01-  Prose and poetry section of the syllabus aim at developing comprehension ability. It 

will help them for preparing answers in all the sphere of academic pursuits. 

C02- Grammar portion of “Question Tag” and ‘voice’ will enable student to construct 

sentence and write view in various ways. 

C03- Under communication skills, dialogue writings will develop ability in student and 

improve their speaking power. Giving personal information may groom them for interview 

skills. 

 

S.Y.B.A./  B.COM (SEMASTER-3) 

C01-  Prose and poetry section will enable student to develop comprehension and reading 

ability. 

C02-  Understanding parts of speech is very basic to understand the functions and position 

of the words in sentence construction. 

C03-  Interview skills will make them understand that how to  face interview. Proper use of 

body language and dress. Answering questions in proper way. Soft skills will improve their 

personality. 

 

S.Y.B.A / B.COM (SEMESTER-4)     

C01-  Comprehension and reading of prose/poetry will enhance their ability to understand 

and express views in a more organized way. 



C02- In depth understanding of “ TENSES” will go a long way in developing ability among 

students to write properly. Narrating and expressing view in an articulated manner shall 

boost their confidence. 

C03- “Professional Communication”  involves group discussion. It will strengthen their 

debating ability and presentation of knowledge. It will be very useful during selection to 

higher classes or higher job. 

C04-  Writing skills like “Report writing” particularly newspaper and official  report will help 

them develop ability to present events, solution and strategies in a coherent  manner.      

 

T.Y.B.A / B.COM (SEMESTER-5)   

C01-  Detailed comprehension and reading of prose/poetry will enable student to prepare 

answers, notes for competitive examinations in an organized way. 

C02-  “Transformation of sentence” will develop grammatical ability to construct sentences 

in various ways. It can help in note-making, communication skills also. 

C03- As a day to day correspondence practice, writing formal and informal letters, students 

will learn interpersonal textual communication. Business communication will benefit them 

during their corporate services. Every day part-1 involves students to learn conversation 

skills, hence it will benefit  them and strengthen their fluency in English conversation. 

 

T.Y.B.A / B.COM (SEMESTER-6)  

C01-  Some of the lessons in prose is highly informative. It will enhance the awareness of 

students in understanding contemporary issues. Poems enlighten the purpose of life and 

may enhance knowing philosophical aspect of mankind. 

C02- “Correction of sentence “  will strengthen students writing ability and its subsequent 

perfection in expression of ideas, knowledge , feeling etc. 

C03-  Technique of preparing “ Curriculum vitae” will help the students while applying for 

job at different levels of job opportunities. 

C04-  Every day English part-2 emphasizes the need of writing past, future events. It will help 

students in  report writing, general briefing etc. It has good bearing on the process of 

working and promotion also.  
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